Two questions concerning artificial intelligence (AI) and virtue are explored. The first question is whether AI is capable of virtue, and the second question explores if AI can assist humans in the acquisition of virtue. It is argued that AI cannot be a moral agent and therefore cannot genuinely be virtuous. However, AI can perform behaviors that are in accordance with virtuous behavior. The notion of “virtue-by-proxy” is introduced in which virtuous programmers can strive to design AI programs that are trained to mimic certain virtues or behave in accordance with virtue. Next, it is argued that since AI systems can nudge humans toward repeated practices and habits, they will inevitably shape and form users. Thus, AI systems might be designed to assist humans with virtue formation; likewise, they could be misdirected to encourage certain vices. Finally, the concept of virtue in the Christian tradition is contrasted with secular notions of virtue and is used to inform limits on the role of AI in virtue formation.
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As I write this article, my streaming music service is offering new songs that match my current selections. Recommendation engines can make use of AI (artificial intelligence) to recognize my listening patterns to make future song suggestions. In fact, I receive daily nudges from AI systems through internet search suggestions, purchase recommendations, video streaming prompts, auto-completion of texts and emails, and personalization of my social media feeds. These daily prompts and nudges can have major impacts on our habits and practices.¹

Aristotle, the ancient Greek philosopher, observed that “moral virtue comes about as a result of habit.”² Likewise, certain vices can be encouraged through poor habits. Aristotle concludes,

It makes no small difference, then, whether we form habits of one kind or another from our very youth; it makes a very great difference, or rather all the difference.³

If AI can be used to influence habits, and habits shape the kind of person we become, then it follows that “it makes a very great difference” how we will design these new tools.

The topic of AI and virtue pairs a computer science term with a philosophical term. This topic is intrinsically interdisciplinary and requires drawing upon technical, theological, social, and philosophical resources. In fact, any attempt to address this topic strictly from a technical perspective will necessarily involve philosophical and religious presuppositions. As such, these presuppositions are best laid out on the table right from the beginning. Likewise, a strictly philosophical approach to this topic without technical grounding will treat AI as a “black box” (that is, the inner workings are unknown), and consequently, AI will be susceptible to popular myths and assumptions about its capabilities, limits, and features. One
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benefit of joining conversations about AI and virtue is that it brings into dialogue “the two cultures” of technology and humanities.3

Philosopher Rebecca Konyndyk DeYoung defines virtue as “habits or dispositions of character” that help us “to live and to act well.”4 The question is, can an AI have virtue? In other words, can we take AI and “train it up in the way it should go” to show virtue?6 A related question is, might AI serve to help humans in the acquisition of virtue? In this article, I will argue that although AI is not capable of virtue itself, it can display a certain degree of virtue-by-proxy. I conclude with some thoughts about how AI might assist humans with virtue formation, along with insights from the Christian tradition on virtue.

Is AI Capable of Virtue?
The first question to be addressed is whether AI is capable of virtue. This article will concur with the conclusions of prior works that have claimed, “AI systems cannot genuinely be virtuous but can only behave in a virtuous way.”7 In this section, I will explore how AI and virtue may be connected through a concept that will be referred to as “virtue-by-proxy.”

If virtue helps us to live and to act well, this presupposes a moral agent exercising moral responsibility. Aristotle reflects on moral responsibility in Nicomachean Ethics and suggests that moral responsibility hinges on two conditions. The first is a “control condition” which requires that an agent must have a choice over whether to perform an action. The second is an “epistemic condition” that requires the agent to be aware of what they are doing.8

In the classic text, Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach by Stuart Russell and Peter Norvig, AI is defined as “the designing and building of intelligent agents that receive percepts from the environment and take actions that affect that environment.”9 Although an AI system receives inputs and produces output, it meets neither the control condition nor the epistemic condition. While an AI can produce outputs which have ethical implications, it does not meet the control condition since its outputs are predetermined by the computations within its neural network.

Neural networks are “trained” using an algorithm (such as backpropagation) to adjust the weights within a network to minimize or maximize some mathematical goal function. Once the weights are set, the future outputs for a given set of inputs are predetermined, and hence, the AI system does not directly control its output.10 Even AI systems with stochastic elements rely on pseudorandom algorithms, which are also deterministic. Secondly, an AI system does not have awareness since it is simply performing calculations. Even impressive large language models (LLMs) are “simply a system for haphazardly stitching together sequences of linguistic forms ... without any reference to meaning: a stochastic parrot.”11 An AI system has no more awareness than a spreadsheet and therefore does not meet the epistemic condition.

In a nutshell, To be responsible, you need to know what you are doing and bringing about, and, in retrospect, know what you have done ... Responsibility then means answerability and explainability.12

Since AI systems do not meet these two conditions for moral responsibility, neither can they be capable of virtue.

To be clear, the lack of moral responsibility does not imply that AI is neutral, nor does it preclude the responsibility of those who design and deploy AI systems. Moral responsibility is distinct from the area of AI ethics, which is the application of ethical principles to ensure that machines are designed in ways to protect people and the environment. A helpful document titled “Moral Responsibility for Computing Artifacts,” developed by an interdisciplinary group of philosophers, computer scientists, practitioners, and lawyers, states this clearly: “The people who design, develop, or deploy a computing artifact are morally responsible for that artifact, and for the foreseeable effects of that artifact.”13

The Possibility of Virtue-by-Proxy
Since AI systems cannot have moral responsibility, it follows that they cannot display virtue and any appearance of virtues are, in fact, ersatz virtues. However, some have speculated that autonomous software systems might conceivably serve as a proxy for human responsibility. Computer scientist Nick Breems proposes the notion of “subject-by-proxy”
implemented by proxy by creating software that responds to the emotional state of the user. One researcher, Rosalind Picard, has explored “affective computing” by designing “computers that interact with people.” She writes that these computers “recognize emotions and how to intelligently respond to them, including when to show empathy.” To say a computer can “show empathy” is problematic language since it implies agency, but the notion of virtue-by-proxy shifts the agency to a virtuous programmer who designs an AI system to mimic virtuous behaviors, such as empathy.

Since machine learning requires a mathematical goal function to optimize, the question immediately arises as to how behaviors that accord with virtue might be implemented as goal functions. One recent approach that has been explored is reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) in which human feedback is used to further tune an AI model. In the case of virtue-by-proxy, human feedback could be used to nudge a machine learning model to exhibit behavioral outputs that accord with virtue. In this case, the virtues that are implemented by proxy are not those of the programmers, but rather of the humans providing the reinforcement learning feedback. One example might be to train an LLM to mimic the virtue of civility. However, recent work with LLMs has demonstrated that RLHF tuning has many challenges and tamping down unwanted behavior remains challenging. Some of the issues include the vast amount of feedback needed to tune a large model, variance in feedback among multiple human trainers, and the fact that feedback is typically limited to simple preference ordering of outputs.

Aside from the limits intrinsic to reinforcement learning from human feedback, there are additional limits to virtue-by-proxy. For example, while an AI system may be able to mimic empathy, it is entirely incapable of feeling empathy. The social scientist Sherry Turkle suggests that “children need to be with other people to develop mutuality and empathy; interacting with a robot cannot teach these.” Likewise, it should be noted that there are many challenges in implementing justice and fairness in computers. For example, individual and group fairness can sometimes form competing requirements in machine learning. Other justice challenges can arise in datasets due to effects such as Simpson’s Paradox which underscores “the importance of human experts in
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the loop to examine and query Big datasets.” In fact, there will be times when justice may demand that certain things not be automated. Frankly, it is difficult to imagine how many of the “technomoral virtues” suggested by philosopher Shannon Vallor might even be approximated in software—virtues like courage or magnanimity. This presents further complications if one holds to the “unity of the virtues” (as Aristotle did) in which one virtue depends on all the others. Furthermore, if computers can manipulate only quantifiable values, and if virtue includes factors that are not easily quantifiable, then virtuous behavior can only be approximated at best. The adage is true that “not everything that counts can be counted,” and thus, virtue cannot be reduced to mathematical computations or an algorithm. Hence, one should be quick to acknowledge the many limitations to the notion of virtue-by-proxy.

The wider challenge of steering AI toward human goals and ethical behavior is an open area of research referred to as the “value alignment” problem. Already in 1960, the AI pioneer Norbert Wiener anticipated this problem when he wrote,

If we use, to achieve our purposes, a mechanical agency with whose operation we cannot interfere effectively … we had better be quite sure that the purpose put into the machine is the purpose which we really desire.

Cautionary tales include “The Sorcerer’s Apprentice” in the Disney film Fantasia, in which Mickey Mouse instructs a broom to fill a cauldron, only to have it multiply and run amok. Similarly, philosopher Nick Bostrom’s thought experiment imagines an AI whose goal function is to maximize the production of paper clips, and then it proceeds to convert the earth and large portions of the observable universe into paper clips.

In the end, it requires wisdom to discern the extent to which virtue-by-proxy is appropriate or even possible. For this reason, while the notion of virtue-by-proxy may be philosophically intriguing, its practicality will be extremely limited. In his “subject-by-proxy” proposal, Breems is careful to remind us that we should “avoid attempts to imbue software with emergent moral agency.” He concludes that it is ultimately “involved human beings,” both users and developers, “that must bear the responsibility,” and they must “delegate [their] responsibility to the computer with great care.”

Finally, it should be noted that attempts to build machines using the notion of virtue-by-proxy should not be conflated with creating machines that pretend to be human. Creating machines that look and sound like human persons can lead to a kind of ontological confusion. Machines are machines—they are not human—and the virtue of honesty should oblige us not to create machines that pretend to be human persons. In fact, one could make the case that building a machine that looks and responds like a human is essentially a form of deception. In the words of theologian Craig Bartholomew,

We should start with ontology—this is our Father’s world, and we are creatures made in his image—and then move on to epistemology—as his creatures, how do we go about knowing this world truly?

A common pitfall is to anthropomorphize our machines and, in so doing, to elevate machines and reduce the distinctiveness of human beings. Once we have established the ontological distinction of who we are and what machines are, we can then begin addressing questions about the appropriate use of AI.

Can AI Assist Humans in the Acquisition of Virtue?

If virtuous AI is not possible, could it still be used to assist humans in the acquisition of virtue? In a recent paper by Boyoung Kim et al., an experiment was performed in which a robot verbally provided advice to “guide humans to comply with the norm of honesty.” Their experiment “indicated that robots may not be suitable for serving in the role of a moral advisor.” While verbal advice from a robot may have limited impact, the ability for AI systems to nudge humans toward repeated practices and habits will inevitably shape and form users toward virtue—or vice.

Some current examples of software that can nudge us toward virtues of self-control are apps which remind users to exercise, or even gamify exercise to entice users toward improved fitness. Dieting apps can help users manage their appetites and food...
intake and digital well-being apps can help users limit screen time and social media usage. There are also apps that can help users cultivate spiritual disciplines, such as prayer, personal devotions, as well as scripture reading and memorization. A focus on virtue formation could stimulate further innovative ideas that leverage the capabilities of AI.

In a similar manner, AI can be crafted to encourage vice. In book 2 of his *Republic*, Plato describes the “Ring of Gyges.” The ring is a kind of technology that allows the user to become invisible at will. Plato uses this thought experiment to consider whether such a technology might encourage a rational person to act unjustly since they could perform actions without being seen and therefore avoid any consequences. Plato observes,

> If you could imagine anyone obtaining this power of becoming invisible, and never doing anything wrong or touching what was another's, he would be thought by the lookers-on to be a most wretched idiot ...

A modern equivalent could ask the question, “Would a decent person act differently when they are able to view and post anonymously online?”

There are many examples of how AI-driven algorithms can encourage certain types of vices. Consider how video streaming services entice you to binge-watch by automatically playing the next episode or recommending other things to view. Likewise, consider the dopamine effects of video games and social media that keep their users playing or scrolling for long periods of time. Such systems can encourage the vice of sloth. Social media can also encourage the vice of envy as we absorb the highlights of other people’s curated lives. Moreover, social media can “foster and feed on vainglory impulses.” Online pornography inflames lust, and online conversations driven by social media algorithms optimized for engagement can often spiral into outrage and wrath. AI can be easily misdirected to encourage each one of the seven vices.

**Virtue in the Christian Tradition**

AI may plausibly assist in a limited way with virtue formation through nudging us toward good habits and practices. But virtue formation in the Christian tradition is not just about “what to do and what not to do,” it also involves the “larger category of the divine purpose for the entire human life.”

Philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre observes, “I can only answer the question ‘What am I to do?’ if I can answer the prior question ‘Of what story or stories do I find myself a part?’” For the Christian, virtue involves living into the biblical story. Aristotle’s vision of virtue was that of the “moral giant striding through the world doing great deeds and gaining applause.” In contrast, “Christian virtue isn’t about you … It’s about God and God’s kingdom.”

The word for virtue does not occur in the New Testament, but there is an emphasis on “the careful development and cultivation of Christian character.” In fact, the goal of the Christian life is to become more like Christ—something we cannot do on our own. Saint Augustine recognized this when he hears God ask, “Why are you relying on yourself, only to find yourself unreliable?”

Rebecca Konyndyk DeYoung observes, “You won’t practice the spiritual disciplines long, however, before you confront the sober truth: We can’t make ourselves Christlike, no matter how hard we try.” She continues, “Practice, discipline, and all the things we do can’t be the whole story, because human agency is not the whole story.” Theologian N.T. Wright observes that the Christian virtues “remain both the work of the Spirit and the result of conscious choice and work on the part of the person concerned.”

In addition to the four “cardinal” virtues described by the ancient Greeks (wisdom, justice, courage, and temperance), the Christian tradition recognizes the three theological virtues of faith, hope, and love. While ancient Greek virtues were aimed at cultivating the individual, Christian virtues “point away from ourselves and outward: faith, toward God and his action in Jesus Christ; hope, toward God’s future; love, toward both God and our neighbor.” If love is the primary virtue, then it is one that needs to be practiced in the context of community.

In fact, modern notions of virtue are often humanistic versions of what were once distinctively Christian concepts, what MacIntyre calls “fragmented survivials from an older past” and “ghosts of conceptions of divine law.” Many modern conceptions of virtue are operationally defined and are very different outside their original theological frame. For example, a Christian view of humility is not just a view of self
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or others but is also grounded in “a trust that one’s well-being is entirely secured by the care of God.”

In some modern definitions, humility might be connected to a “wonder at the universe’s retained power to surprise and confound us”; that is quite different from trusting in the care of a personal God.

Since virtue is not just operationally defined in the Christian tradition, the notion of virtue-by-proxy is a limited concept. Likewise, the potential role for AI in virtue formation is more modest. But Christians should nonetheless recognize the contribution of habits and rituals in their spiritual formation, including the nudges that may come from the AI systems they encounter. Christian philosopher, James K.A. Smith, refers to habits and practices as kinds of liturgies that “take hold of our gut and aim our hearts toward certain ends.” It is for this reason that Smith recommends that we perform a “liturgical audit” of our lives. A prudent extension to this advice would be to include an audit of the liturgies that may come with AI technology, for both discerning users and responsible designers.

Conclusion

In conclusion, I have argued that AI is not capable of virtue, but there might be an argument for a very limited form of virtue-by-proxy. While virtue-by-proxy is an intriguing philosophical notion, ultimately, it has many limitations and shortcomings. At the very least, the notion of virtue-by-proxy is a reminder that AI systems should be designed with care and responsibility since they operate far from the programmer in both time and space. Of course, virtue-by-proxy presupposes a virtuous system designer. For this reason, it is essential that the education of engineers and computer scientists address virtue formation alongside the development of technical skills.

Although AI is not capable of virtue, AI systems are capable of nudging users in a variety of ways, and thus may have some limited role in virtue formation (or alternately, in encouraging vices). In the case of the Christian tradition, the role of AI in virtue formation will be even more limited, since the Christian notion of virtue is situated within the context of the biblical story and is not just operationally defined.

The Christian computer scientist, Frederick Brooks, has suggested that rather than striving for AI (artificial intelligence), a better approach would be IA (intelligence amplification). Rather than striving to build “giant brains” with AI, Brooks suggests that IA is the better approach—using a machine alongside a human mind. This sentiment might inform AI and our approach to virtue as well: instead of trying to build “AV” (artificial virtue), a wiser approach will be to build machines for “VA” (virtue amplification)—machines that can assist humans in exercising virtue. But first we need to practice virtue ourselves—cultivating habits and liturgies that help shape us into the kind of people God calls us to be. Only then can we begin to develop AI with the wisdom needed to direct it in responsible and obedient ways.
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